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leading equal lives after their baby is born but are
typically over-optimistic about the extent to
which things will work out that way. Fifty percent
of parents feel their caring and earning
arrangements are not of their choosing, while
60% of new parents think fathers do not spend
enough time with their babies. The Cowans
found a negative impact on the couple
relationship – the bigger the difference between
earlier expectations and real life, and the bigger
the difference between the lives of the mother
and the father, the more vulnerable the
relationship between them.

The social scripts applied to mothers and fathers
are flawed and undermine the full potential of
human parenting. Mothers and Others, by
anthropologist Sara Blaffer Hrdy, shows that
parenting is, and has been for the whole of
human history, teamwork – between women
and again and again, between women and men.
Solongisthishistorythatwehaveallevolvedinto
this pattern:
• Human fathers have unique caring instincts

that are triggered hormonally when they are
close to pregnant women and children.

• Babies have the ability to determine which
adults around them provide them with the
best care and have a striking capacity to elicit
love and care from adults around them.
Human children attach to multiple adults
and thrive on it.

• Human families are incredibly flexible, caring
for children in different ways, allowing
adaptabilityto many different environments.
In this regard we are different from all other
animals.

• Everyone in human families works – raising
human young is very expensive and lasts a
long time.3

So the mother does not have to be perfect and in
total control to be a good parent. Good parenting
is about supporting the strengths of the other
parent and working together as a team.

With Hrdy’s idea of parenting, it is easy to see how
and why sharing responsibilities feels better:
• There is less pressure on every individual; the

carer does not have to be perfect, nor does
the earner have to be perfectly reliable in

Duncan Fisher, author of Baby’s Here! Who
Does What? and Isabelle Karimov, NCT
antenatal teacher, look at how antenatal
teachers can support new parents to share
parenting.

The US book Partnership Parenting, by Kyle and
Marsha Pruett, opens with two quotations that all
of us working with parents will recognise.

A father: ‘I’m a bit rattled about how unloved she
can make me feel. She doesn’t mean to, but she
makes me feel incompetent, like a mediocre
parent. She just has a way of correcting what I say
and do...I can feel myself withdrawing and it
scares me.’

The mother (the above father’s partner): ‘I am
surprised how often I feel annoyed at him when
he’s parenting our little girl. It’s like he doesn’t get
who she really is, so I try to be helpful and steer
himintherightdirection.Thenhegetsthisglazed
look and I think he’s gone off in his head.’1

This scenario is very common – the father feels
excluded, the mother feels overburdened and
angry. She controls, he withdraws.

How can antenatal teachers support strong
partnership between parents and reduce the
expectation on mothers to be perfect?

Parenting: an individual or a shared activity?
The social script for mothers is that they will be
the lead carer and will know how to parent
‘naturally’ – and that any failure is uniquely
damaging to children. The expectations on
fathers as carers are correspondingly low: fathers
are an optional extra and the significance of their
actions on children is considered much less –
whoever questioned whether a working father
damages his children? This ‘allows’ mothers to
control and, indeed, suggests they are bad
mothers if they are not in control, even if it leaves
them exhausted, angry and put-upon.

The family researchers Cowan & Cowan found
that when parents share roles more they argue
more at the time, but their relationship is more
stable in the longer term.2 They find that parents
have much higher expectations nowadays of

Preparing for partnership parenting:
using group work to explore mum and
dad roles

Working with parents

earning.
• The risks are spread – unemployment and

sickness, for example.
• Things feel fairer – parents ask eachother for

more help, tend to be nicer to each other,
understand each other more, have more sex
and are less likely to separate.

Some ideas for antenatal education: the early
days after the baby

1. Discuss how the social expectations of
mothers and fathers are different and point
out how this will put pressures on the family.

2. Imagine scenarios from the other’s
perspective.Thiscanstartwithcurrent issues
like, ‘How do you think your partner feels
during a session with the midwife?’ and
comparing this with what their partner
actually feels. The questions could be about
the future – perhaps the first day after
paternity leave is over.

3. Deal with the control issue. Get parents to
identify an activity where they feel the expert
(finance, car, planning holidays, etc). How did
this come about and what would if feel like if
the task became so great that they simply
couldnotdoitontheirownanymore?Would
they feel inadequate?

4. A plan for the early days. Such a plan would
involve agreeing some principles about how
the parents will support each other to
become great parents and addressing some
unrealistic expectations – for example, many
fathers believe they can be fully involved in
caring for the baby at the same time as
working full time.

Cooperative relationships are essential to the
good functioning of any team. The ability of
one parent to be a good carer is hugely
dependent on the support he or she gets
from others.
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